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The importance of Answer Writing Practice for scoring well with Law Optional cannot be 
emphasised enough. 
 
CHALLENGES FACED BY STUDENTS: 

Most students despite having the requisite knowledge and content on a topic are not able to 
organise the content and present it effectively during the exam. It can be because of the 
following reasons: 
• They are writing too much content in some answers and due to mismanagement of time, 

they aren’t able to complete the paper. This can probably be because they are used to law 
college style of answer writing wherein most of the students had the tendency to fill pages 
instead of writing crisp yet comprehensive answers. 

• They are in a hurry to just complete the paper and are thus attempting the questions in a 
hastily manner without comprehensive content or without understanding the demand of the 
question. 

• They are focusing disproportionately on including numerous case laws in the answer and 
are not explaining the core content of the answer or the ratio of the case properly in the 
answer. 

• They failed to understand whether the question required them to analyse or just describe 
the concept. Faulty approach in answer writing fetches them lesser marks despite knowing 
the content well. 

Thus, to overcome these challenges it is very important to first learn how to write law answers 
according to demands of UPSC and then move on to writing them in a timely manner in exam-
like conditions. This is the reason that this Law Answer Writing Practice Program has been 
planned in two phases. 
 
PHASE I – PRELIMINARY PHASE –28thMARCH to 30thAPRIL 2022 

• Objective: To learn how to write different types of questions – descriptive, analytical, 
comparison-based, etc. – of all law syllabus subjects. 

• This phase has been planned in order to allow students to prepare well for Prelims exam 
without losing touch with their optional subject. 

• 5 questions will be posted per week on the Chrysalis IAS website. 
• Students would need to upload their handwritten answers in the comments section, and 

their evaluated answers will be mailed to them.  
• Detailed discussion video for each question shall be uploaded on the Youtube channel of 

Chrysalis IAS.  
• 5 MCQs will be posted every weekday from Monday to Friday in the following two 

locations:  
i) Chrysalis IAS website.  
ii) Telegram group [DAILY PRELIMS QUIZ WITH SHALKA MA’AM], which shall be 
a mixture of static and current portions. 
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PHASE II – ADVANCED PHASE - After Prelims 

This will be an advanced course focusing on questions that are important for Mains 2022 Law 
Optional paper. 
 
 
Our intention of launching this [LAW + Prelims MCQ] FREE Initiative is to ensure that more 
and more students with law optional are able to clear Prelims and be in a better position for the 
post-Prelims months of preparation. So take maximum benefit of it! Study hard! All the best! 


